No Smoking Sign (Trash-mounted)

Santa Clara County Ordinance NS-625.5 stipulates, “Smoking is prohibited in all enclosed buildings and facilities, within 30 feet of all buildings, in covered walkways, during indoor or outdoor athletic events, during other University sponsored or designated indoor or outdoor events, at or within 30 feet of bus stops and other services lines, and in outdoor areas designated by signage as ‘smoking prohibited’ areas.” No sign should be posted in an area (beyond 30 feet) where smoking is technically permissible. When a trash receptacle is near desired sign location, the sign should be mounted on the receptacle instead of its own pole.

Specifications:
- Round sign to be 1/8” aluminum plate (9” diameter).
- Maximum of 2 plates per receptacle. If 2, plates should be 180 degrees apart in plan view.
- Connection bolts/threaded rods should NOT be visible from the face of the sign.
- Connection should NOT permanently damage trash receptacle (i.e. holes should not be drilled through receptacle).
- Connection should be centered and wrapped around the receptacles band (as shown).
- Connection should not disturb the process of emptying the trash.
- Small bottom text must read:

  SMOKING MUST BE AT LEAST 30 FEET FROM
  BUILDING OPENINGS, VENTS, AND COVERED WALKWAYS.

Manufacturer: Stanford University – Facilities Operations Sign Shop, (650) 725-1865
No Bikes Carts Skates in Arcades Sign

An exterior “No Bikes Carts Skates in Arcades” Sign might be needed in some arcades where wheels other than wheel-chairs are undesired by a school or department.

Specifications:
- Post to be 2 1/2” sq. aluminum tube with a cap at the top.
- Round sign to be 1/8” aluminum plate (9” diameter).
- Post Color: all exposed surfaces of post and cap are painted low sheen carbon black to match campus standard. Paint to be polyurethane enamel with satin finish.
- Installation: Embed post in 12” round, 18” deep concrete. Location of symbol to be determined in field with a member of the Campus Planning and Design Office.
- Size: 3'-1” tall (total height); 2 1/2” square post as base.
- Note: When a trash receptacle is near desired location, the sign can be mounted on the receptacle instead of its own pole.

Manufacturer: Stanford University – Facilities Operations Sign Shop, (650) 725-1865
No Bikes Carts Skates in Buildings Sign

An exterior “No Bikes, Carts, Skates, in Buildings” Sign might be needed in some buildings where wheels other than wheel-chairs are undesired by a school or department.

Specifications:

- Post to be 2 1/2” sq. aluminum tube with a cap at the top.
- Round sign to be 1/8” aluminum plate (9” diameter).
- Post Color: all exposed surfaces of post and cap are painted low sheen carbon black to match campus standard. Paint to be polyurethane enamel with satin finish.
- Installation: Embed post in 12” round, 18” deep concrete. Location of symbol to be determined in field with a member of the Campus Planning and Design Office.
- Size: 3’-1” tall (total height); 2 1/2” square post as base.

Manufacturer: Stanford University – Facilities Operations Sign Shop, (650) 725-1865
No Parking Bikes Carts

An exterior “No Parking Bikes Carts” Sign might be needed in some major entrances where wheels other than wheel-chairs are blocking pathways.

Specifications:
- Post to be 2 1/2” sq. aluminum tube with a cap at the top.
- Round sign to be 1/8” aluminum plate (9” diameter).
- Post Color: all exposed surfaces of post and cap are painted low sheen carbon black to match campus standard. Paint to be polyurethane enamel with satin finish.
- Installation: Embed post in 12” round, 18” deep concrete. Location of symbol to be determined in field with a member of the Campus Planning and Design Office.
- Size: 3’-1” tall (total height); 2 1/2” square post as base.

Manufacturer: Stanford University – Facilities Operations Sign Shop, (650) 725-1865
No Parking Bikes

An exterior “No Parking Bikes” Sign might be needed in some major entrances where bicycles are blocking pathways.

Specifications:
- Post to be 2 1/2” sq. aluminum tube with a cap at the top.
- Round sign to be 1/8” aluminum plate (9” diameter).
- Post Color: all exposed surfaces of post and cap are painted low sheen carbon black to match campus standard. Paint to be polyurethane enamel with satin finish.
- Installation: Embed post in 12” round, 18” deep concrete. Location of symbol to be determined in field with a member of the Campus Planning and Design Office.
- Size: 3’-1” tall (total height); 2 1/2” square post as base.

Manufacturer: Stanford University – Facilities Operations Sign Shop, (650) 725-1865
No Parking Carts

An exterior “No Parking Carts” Sign might be needed at major entrances or pathways where carts are blocking access and/or in landscape areas where carts are damaging vegetation.

Specifications:
- Post to be 2 1/2” sq. aluminum tube with a cap at the top.
- Round sign to be 1/8” aluminum plate (9” diameter).
- Post Color: all exposed surfaces of post and cap are painted low sheen carbon black to match campus standard. Paint to be polyurethane enamel with satin finish.
- Installation: Embed post in 12” round, 18” deep concrete. Location of sign to be determined in field with a member of the University Architect / Campus Planning and Design Office.
- Size: 3’-1” tall (total height); 2 1/2” square post as base.

Manufacturer: Stanford University – Facilities Operations Sign Shop, (650) 725-1865
WELD PLATE TO POST PRIOR TO APPLYING GRAPHICS.

9" Ø ALUMINUM PLATE, 1/8" THICK. DRESS ALL EDGES AFTER CUTTING TO SIZE. ALL SURFACES OF SIGN TO BE PAINTED. BACK OF SIGN TO BE PAINTED TO MATCH POST.

(SEE SEPARATE DETAIL FOR VINYL GRAPHICS)

2 1/2" SQ ALUMINUM TUBE WITH A CAP AT THE TOP. ALL EXPOSED SURFACES OF POST AND CAP ARE PAINTED LOW SHEEN CARBON BLACK TO MATCH CAMPUS STANDARD KELLY MOORE 1245-407. PAINT TO BE POLYURETHANE ENAMEL WITH SATIN FINISH.

EMBED POST IN 18" DEEP, 12" Ø CONCRETE FOOTING.

NOTE:
SIGN CURRENTLY AVAILABLE THROUGH:
STANFORD UNIVERSITY - FACILITIES OPERATIONS SIGN SHOP
TEL. (650) 725-1865

CIRCLE PLATE ON POST SIGN

Stanford University Architect/Planning Office
Standard Campus Sign Guidelines
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